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**Topic:** Immigration Problems

- The United States has made laws so that they can try and stop illegal immigrants from coming in. Their main reason is to stop terrorist attacks like what happened in September 11 (Bush).
- The Department of Homeland Security tries to take control so that immigrants cannot be smuggled and be removed if they are illegal. Removing immigrants was a success, but in the end they end up coming back to the United States at some point (Bush).

**Assessment**

The strengths about the sources are hot is shows that Mexicans are successful in the United States and how they are able to have a better life. Also how the U.S. does not want them here especially illegal immigrants. The weaknesses are that there needs to be more detail that some have accomplished their goals in the U.S. and how others have not.

The narrative topics the source addresses is immigration and work and for the second source is immigration problems.
What is important about the first source is how he helps us understand that immigrants help each other to have a better life in the U.S. What is important about the second source is that immigrants keep coming in illegally even when they are risking it when there are laws being put against them.